
Introduction:  use key words from the question to focus your introduction.  Think about grabbing your reader’s attention with a strong opening 
sentence/rhetorical question.
Develop your point(s):  these will be the main points you want to make and the longest section in your writing. It may have one, two or even 
three paragraphs (D1, D2, D3)
Examine the other side:  acknowledge the opposite point of view and then… destroy it!
Anecdote:  think of a ‘real’ story/example that supports your point of view (describe other diners’ reactions, compare the restaurant to other 
places you have visited, give details about how your friend felt about the restaurant…)
Summary:  conclude your writing by summarising your argument/point

Choose one of the following writing tasks to complete.

a) You have been for a meal in a local restaurant and you are extremely unhappy with the service you received. Write a letter of
complaint to the restaurant’s manager. You could write about the low quality of food, the temperature of the food, the food being 
delayed, orders being mixed up, rude waiting staff… Remember, a letter of complaint should still have a counter argument! For 
example – Some people may think that £15 for a rib-eye steak is perfectly reasonable. However, the steak that I attempted to 
consume was completely inedible; it was tough, laden with fat and slathered in grease. In fact, I’d suggest it would be more 
reasonable to actually pay someone £15 to be brave enough eat it, rather than charge such an amount.

b) You have been for a meal in a local restaurant and you are extremely happy with the service you received. Write a review for the
local newspaper about the restaurant . You could include details about the waiting staff, the interiors, the choice of food, the dish 
you ordered, entertainment on offer… Remember, a review would have a counter argument too. For example – Some may accuse 
the restaurant of serving portions that are a little too small. Indeed, the plate was hardly full to the brim. However, the quality 
was exceptional and the taste was utterly delicious. In fact, the small portions served  were actually a benefit to me as they 
allowed more room for pudding!

Use IDEAS to help you plan!

If you’d rather use 4 square to plan you can, but 
make sure you remember to include a counter 

argument in your final draft.



Plan

I - Open your writing by introducing your topic. Use words from the question in your 
first sentence. Explain your opinion. 

D1 – Give your first reason for your opinion. Use a simile to illustrate your point. Use 
detailed and descriptive language to paint a picture.

D2 – Give your second reason for your opinion. Use repetition to engage your 
reader/audience. Use personification to describe the food. End the paragraph with 
tripling.

D3 - Give your third reason for your opinion. Use facts and a one word sentence to 
create an impact. Start one of your sentences with Indeed,…

E – Consider the counter-argument. Explain why some people may disagree with 
what you are saying. Then, explain why they are wrong to disagree with you. Use 
explanatory connectives like therefore, as a result, consequently.

A – Provide a real life example of something that happened that reinforces your 
opinion (describe other diners’ reactions, compare the restaurant to other places 
you have visited, give details about how your friend felt about the restaurant…)

S - Summarise your overall opinion once more and end your writing effectively. 
rhetorical question and a metaphor.

Stuck? 

Remember to use a 
variety of sentence 
structures: simple, 
compound and complex. 

Consider 
PAFT 

throughout.

Include persuasive techniques:
Rhetorical question
Anecdote
Facts and statistics
Tripling
Exaggeration
Repetition
Direct address
Simile
Metaphor
Personification


